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Description:
At the beginning of Dirty Jokes and Beer, Drew Carey comes right out and says,
"Maybe I should have hired a ghostwriter, but I wanted to write the book myself."
Forthrightness is one of the best qualities of Carey's collection, which is sure to satisfy
fans of his eponymous sitcom. In any event, there's little likelihood of the book falling
into the wrong hands. Don't think penis jokes are funny? Don't buy it. Don't want to
know what the censors wouldn't let Drew put in the show? Ditto. What makes Carey's
no-nonsense attitude even more attractive is the fact that he often turns the spotlight
on himself, like so: I know that I make a lot of jokes about it, but I'm not really happy
with the way I look lately. My dream of finally being able to make it with an eighteenyear-old cheerleader is slipping through my fingers.
So, I'm going to lose the weight.

I'm going to lose the weight, get a light tan, and get my back waxed. And, I'm going to
buy a cheerleader outfit for the next girl I start dating. A cheerleader outfit and a
riding crop. Why hold back? There's an unexpected edge of dissatisfaction, of
unprocessed anger, that seeps between the lines. Sometimes Carey ventures into
boneheadedness--as in a pointless rant against the sexual harassment policy at
Warner Brothers and how it makes his life hard. More often, though, he comes across
as a drinking buddy on a particularly funny night. That's what Carey set out to do--and
there's room on many bookshelves for that. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
From Library Journal This collection of dirty jokes, short fiction, and autobiographical
tidbits will please some readers and offend others. Carey, a stand-up comic and star of
his own TV show, writes mostly about sex, drinking, gambling, football, and television.
One of his favorite topics seems to be his "big dick" jokes. Four-letter words
predominate, giving the book a definite adolescent, male tone. Carey points out that
the raunchier his material, the more popular he became, seeming almost surprised at
the public's reaction. To his credit, he also includes a sampling of the negative reviews
and letters he has received. The short stories are the most interesting. Carey reads
with the familiarity and conviction of one reading his own work. Overall, though, this
book has limited appeal; not recommended.?Nancy R. Ives, SUNY at Geneseo
Copyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
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Dirty Jokes and Beer: Stories of the Unrefined is a 1997 book written by American comedian Drew Carey. In a preface to the book,
Carey states that he wrote every word of it himselfâ€”he did not recruit a ghost writer although, as he says, "It probably would have been
easier.". The book was mentioned briefly in an episode of the US version of the improv comedy TV series Whose Line is it Anyway?, a
show which Drew himself hosted from 1998 to 2007. During a game of "Scenes From a Hat," Drew pulled out the Find many great new
& used options and get the best deals for Dirty Jokes and Beer : Stories of the Unrefined by Drew Carey (1998, Mass Market) at the
best online prices at eBay! Free shipping for many products!Â Now, meet the true Drew, in his book, the bawdy, irreverent, and hilarious
Dirty Jokes and Beer, and find out about all the many sides of the misunderstood Hollywood star. Product Identifiers. Publisher. D I R t y
jokes a n D stories. Of. The. Beer. Unrefined. www.read.forumsplace.com. Drew. Carey. D I R t y jokes a n D beer stories. Of. The.
Unrefined.Â (A note on the dirty jokes that start out each of these chapters: I didn't write them. Nobody knows w h o wrote them, or w h
e n or where. They're just bar jokes that I've heard over the course of the years, and I'm passing them along to you because I love to tell
them.) And finally, for your study hall reading pleasure, "Stories of the Unrefined": T h e small collection of short stories that the
publishers at Hyperion wish would just go away. In fact, after reading the first two that I wrote, they started using phrases like, " G e e ,
these are kind of dark, Bawdy and irreverent, Dirty Jokes and Beer shows the many sides to this misunderstood Hollywood star:The
Health Conscious Drew: They say that exercise and proper diet are the keys to a longer, healthier life. Oh well...Watch for my next book,
"How I Died While Jogging."Drew the Lover: I read the Forum letters in Penthouse thinking that I could learn from them.Â Stories of the
Unrefined was my least favorite section. The stories werer just too dull after his chattier sections. When writing fiction he tries too hard to
sound refined. He should just relax and let the story flow in his natural voice. ( ) pussreboots | Aug 14, 2014 |. All in all a good book.
Drew notes in his opening to the book that he has broken it down into three parts; dirty jokes; the Drew Carey Show and then his own
short fiction.

Discover Dirty Jokes and Beer as it's meant to be heard, narrated by Drew Carey. Free trial available!Â In Rust in Peace: The Inside
Story of the Megadeth Masterpiece , the band's lead vocalist and guitarist, Dave Mustaine, gives listeners a never-before-seen glimpse
into the artistry and insanity that went into making the band's most iconic record. 3 out of 5 stars. Mustaine definitely exerts his control.
Dirty Jokes. The first section deals with Drew's views on various topics, such as being at airports (he writes that he likes to ride around in
the carts to make people move out of his way) and the difference between Las Vegas and Atlantic City (Drew prefers Las Vegas, as he
sees Atlantic City as being filled with retired people shuffling around, playing nickel. slot machines). The section ends with 101 Big Dick
Jokes. Beer. This section of the book contains the autobiographical stories. Drew briefly discusses his upbringing and his time with the
United States Marines, as well as his experience The Joker is one of the most iconic fictional villains in history. He is a supervillain that
originates from DC Comics. His first appearance was in April 25, 1940 in the Batman comic books. Originally, the Joker would have
been killed in his initial appearance, but he ended up becoming the archenemy of the Batman. He was created by the late Bill Finger,
the late Bob Kane, and the late Jerry Robinson. Here, you can find links to pages for his various appearances, and other villains who
shareâ€¦ Yuliya Chumak Ink. Dc Deathstroke Deathstroke The Terminator Deathstroke Cosplay Marvel Comic Books Com Dirty Jokes
and Beer: Stories of the Unrefined is a 1997 book written by American comedian Drew Carey. In a preface to the book, Carey states
that he wrote every word of it himselfâ€”he did not recruit a ghost writer although, as he says, "It probably would have been easier.". The
book was mentioned briefly in an episode of the US version of the improv comedy TV series Whose Line is it Anyway?, a show which
Drew himself hosted from 1998 to 2007. During a game of "Scenes From a Hat," Drew pulled out the

